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The intermediate scattering function for
quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory
friction
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Abstract. We derive an analytical expression for the intermediate scattering
function of a particle on a flat surface obeying the Generalised Langevin Equation, with
exponential memory friction. Numerical simulations based on an extended phase space
method confirm the analytical results. The simulated trajectories provide qualitative
insight into the effect that introducing a finite memory timescale has on the analytical
line shapes. The relative amplitude of the long-time exponential tail of the line shape is
suppressed, but its decay rate is unchanged, reflecting the fact that the cutoff frequency
of the exponential kernel affects short-time correlations but not the diffusion coefficient
which is defined in terms of a long-time limit. The exponential sensitivity of the relative
amplitudes to the decay time of the chosen memory kernel is a very strong indicator for
the prospect of inferring a friction kernel and the physical insights from experimentally
measured intermediate scattering functions.
Keywords: Generalised Langevin Equation, Intermediate Scattering Function, surface
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction2
1. Introduction
Noise and dissipation play a crucial role in the nature and the rate of dynamical processes
at surfaces. For example, the interplay of noise, dissipation and the average interaction
potential controls surface diffusion. It is crucial to understand these fundamental
dynamical behaviours which are necessary for the self-assembly of clusters [1], nanotubes5
[2] and nano-structured arrays [3] if one wants to employ a bottom up approach
in building nanoscale devices. In equilibrium, noise and dissipation are linked by a
fluctuation-dissipation relation [4]. The simplest phenomenological model for classical,
dissipative surface diffusion in equilibrium is the Langevin equation [5], in which the
coupling of translational motion to the thermal bath is represented by white noise10
(fluctuation) and a friction parameter (dissipation). Langevin descriptions of ion motion
based on the coupling to electronic excitations are by no means limited to the study
of adsorbate dynamics at surfaces. For example the concept finds application in high
energy density physics [6] where it has recently been used to model nuclear fusion
experiments within a multiscale framework [7]. However, the present work will focus15
entirely on dynamical properties of adsorbates on surfaces in thermal equilibrium. The
rate and detailed nature of thermally driven diffusion is well known to depend strongly
on the magnitude of the friction [8]. In the case of dissipation by the creation and
annihilation of electron-hole pairs, the friction can be estimated from first principles
[9] and comparison with experiment then allows the contribution of other dissipation20
channels to be estimated [10].
In real systems the noise spectrum is generally not white, but is suppressed at
high frequencies and can be described using a cutoff frequency ωc, above which the
power density is zero or falls rapidly to zero. For example in microcanonical molecular
dynamics simulations of an adsorbate on a harmonic solid substrate, the numerically25
derived cutoff frequency is finite [11]. Any coloured noise spectrum defines a Generalized
Langevin Equation (GLE). According to the GLE, the position x(t) of a particle of mass
m in one dimension, in thermal equilibrium at temperature T with a linearly responding
bath with memory obeys
mx¨(t) = −∇V (x)−
∫ t
mγ(t− t′)x˙(t′)dt′ + F (t) , (1)30
where V (x) is a static potential energy landscape, γ(t) is a causal function (i.e. with
a factor of θ(t), the Heavisde step function) known as the friction kernel, and F (t) is
a self-correlated random force. The fluctuation-dissipation relation, and prescriptions
for the lower limit of the friction integral, will be specified in Section 2. The details
of the friction kernel and the statistics of the associated noise are highly dependent on35
the specific system studied. However, there are many reasons to consider the effect
of a simple analytical noise spectrum. For one thing, representing the friction kernel
compactly with a small number of parameters means that the parameter space can be
feasibly explored. In addition, specific choices of the friction kernel can lead to greatly
simplified analytical and numerical methods.40
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction3
A kernel decaying exponentially in time γ(t) = γωcθ(t)e−ωct is often the simplest
choice, because its Laplace transform has only a single, simple pole. The interpretation
of the exponential decay rate ωc as a cutoff frequency is justified later on via the
connection of γ(t) with either the spectral density of a system/reservoir coupling (8) or
equivalently the power spectrum of the random force F (t) (31). In some model systems45
γ(t) is not well described by an exponential decay, for example the motion of a tracer
particle harmonically bound in a one-dimensional harmonic chain. In that case, γ(t)
has an algebraically decaying envelope [12, 13, 14] associated with a hard frequency
cutoff in the Fourier transform γ˜(ω). However, the results of molecular dynamics
simulations do not conform to the simple one-dimensional harmonic chain result [11]50
and there are potential contributions to the friction kernel from additional effects such
as inter-adsorbate interactions within an interacting single adsorbate framework [15],
that would likely smooth out a hard frequency cutoff. In liquid-phase many-body
simulations [16, 17] the effective friction kernel is typically not a perfect exponential, but
the non-exponential behaviour is not due to a hard cutoff frequency. Therefore for a55
mobile adsorbate on a real surface there is no strong reason to prefer an algebraic-
envelope model over an exponential model a priori. The essential deviation from
Langevin behaviour is then captured by the finite width of the kernel in time, not
by the exact shape of the decay. The exponential model gives the simplest possible
functional representation of a kernel that does not decay to zero so quickly that it can60
be treated as a δ-function. The Langevin equation corresponds to the limiting case
ωc → ∞. In activated jump diffusion, ωc has an impact on the jump rates, both in
the moderate-to-high friction regime [18] and the energy diffusion limited regime [19].
However in practice we note that to some extent a trade-off between the values of γ and
ωc is possible such that knowledge about jump distributions is not especially diagnostic65
of γ or ωc individually. Therefore we turn our discussion away from relatively coarse
features of surface diffusion such as jump rates, towards equilibrium correlation functions
and their experimental measurement.
The effects of a finite ωc could in principle be seen in experimental measurements
that quantify surface diffusion on all timescales, from the timescale of inter-well jumps70
down to the timescale of ballistic motion and intra-well diffusion. The ballistic-to-
Brownian transition has been studied experimentally for mesoscopic particles in a liquid
environment [20, 21], via the velocity autocorrelation function (VACF). Comparable
measurements at the atomic scale can be provided by the helium-3 surface spin echo
(HeSE) technique [22]. HeSE broadly provides the experimental motivation behind the75
present work. To date the Langevin equation has been used extensively to model HeSE
measurements of adsorbate dynamics. The frictional coupling γ can be quantified by
optimising the simulation to reproduce inelastic [23] or quasi-elastic [24] features in the
experimental line shapes. The general theory behind the HeSE measurements has been
set out and reviewed previously [22]. HeSE line shapes can typically be interpreted80
in terms of the intermediate scattering function (ISF) for adsorbate motion, denoted
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction4
I(∆K, t). We define I(∆K, t) here for one adsorbate as the classical function
I(∆K, t) = 〈ei∆K·x(t)ei∆K·x(0)〉β , (2)
where ∆K is the quasielastic momentum transfer, usually varied in the experiment;
x(t) is the classical adsorbate position, x(0) is an initial condition, and 〈· · ·〉β denotes85
thermal equilibrium averaging over initial conditions, at an inverse temperature β =
(kBT )
−1. For further details on the precise connection between I(∆K, t) and HeSE line
shapes, we recommend a comprehensive review article [22]. Here we will refer to the
ISF and “the line shape” interchangeably.
Analytical line shapes have previously been derived for a range of dynamical models.90
Notably, the classical ISF is known for a Langevin particle on a flat surface or in a
harmonic well [25]. Approximate analytical results have been found for the quantum
mechanical case too [26, 27], but from here on we confine the discussion entirely to
classical dynamics. For Langevin dynamics in a periodic potential when the timescales
of intra-well and jump motion are well separated, the relationship between the long-95
time behaviour of the ISF and the jump dynamics of the system is well known. For
example, in the case of a single adsorption site per unit cell, the ISF at long times is an
exponentially decaying function of time, and the decay rate has a sinusoidal dependence
on∆K with the periodicity of the reciprocal lattice [28]. There is no generally applicable
analytical result for the ISF in periodic potentials for all t, although in some regimes an100
approximate form can be constructed out of the building blocks of analytical vibrational
and hopping line shapes [29]. To date, simple exact analytical results for the ISF
including memory friction have not been published. In our study we will derive such
a result. Some readers will recognise a close connection to other types of dynamical
correlation function, which are already known for diffusion subject to memory friction105
[30]. However, the explicit computation of the ISF, a detailed discussion of the sensitivity
of the ISF to memory effects, are both presented here for the first time.
To make the connection to experimental surface diffusion data in the future, it
will necessary to consider a potential energy landscape V (x) with at least a weak
corrugation, for which exact analytical line shapes are unlikely to ever be found, and110
numerical simulation methods are required. A number of methods have been described
for simulating the GLE with more or less general friction kernels [31, 32, 33, 34], and
we do not attempt a comprehensive review here, but focus on one method that is
convenient for the present application. The extended phase space method of Ceriotti was
introduced originally as a method to enhance canonical sampling efficiency in a context115
where the molecular dynamics are fictitious [35], but nevertheless correctly simulates
dynamical properties. We will give a succinct account in Section 3 of how the method
incorporates memory friction. Simulations of exponential memory friction have been
performed previously to examine the effect of memory on escape rate [36]. In contrast,
in our simulations we are concerned primarily with the ISF at short correlation times,120
comparison between simulation and analytical theory, and the interpretation of the line
shape in terms of the realisations of the GLE generated by the simulation method. In
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction5
the present study we report only simulations of a particle on a flat surface. However,
the generalisation of the simulation method to include a potential of mean force is very
straightforward, so the method is perfectly suitable for the study of memory effects in125
experimental systems.
Overall, the aim of our work is to provide a conceptual and practical reference that
clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of the ISF to memory friction, which will facilitate
the incorporation of memory friction as standard in the simulation and analysis of
experimental surface systems. Our use of an exponential kernel is therefore largely130
motivated by simplicity, allowing us to set out the central ideas concisely and describe
the sensitivity to memory effects in a mathematically precise way. We do not claim
that the combination of different microscopic dissipation mechanisms leads to a perfect
exponential kernel for any specific physical system. However, the simulation method
we discuss can be used with modest generalisations to explore memory effects in135
experimental systems, while the analytical solution for the exponential kernel provides
both a useful benchmarking reference and also a conceptual reference for the qualitative
effect of memory friction on simulated or experimental correlation functions. Therefore,
we expect our study to be a useful building block for researchers studying the influence
of memory friction in surface dynamics.140
2. Analytical results
2.1. Ensemble average formulation
Here we consider the GLE arising from a well-known type of linear system-bath
Hamiltonian,
H =
p2
2m
+ V (x) +
∑
α
[
p2α
2mα
+
1
2
mαω
2
α(xα −
cαx
mαω2α
)2] , (3)145
which describes a particle of mass m linearly coupled to a large set of harmonic bath
modes. α indexes the modes, which have masses mα and natural oscillation frequencies
ωα. cα are the linear coupling coefficients. When considered as a classical Hamiltonian,
a textbook derivation [37] of the equations of motion reveals that the particle of co-
ordinate q obeys the GLE150
mx¨(t) = −V ′(x)−
∫ t
0
mγ(t− t′)x˙(t′)dt′ + F (t) , (4)
where the friction kernel is given by
γ(t) = θ(t)
∑
α
c2α
mαω2α
cos(ωαt) (5)
and the fluctuating force is given by
F (t) = m
∑
α
[cα(xα(0)− cαx(0)
mαω2α
) cos(ωαt) +
pα(0)
mαωα
sin(ωαt)] , (6)155
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction6
which is random because the initial conditions {xα(0), pα(0)} are drawn from an initial
probability distribution. When the initial distribution represents that of thermal
equilibrium, the random force is found to be Gaussian, and has the fluctuation-
dissipation property
〈F (t)F (0)〉β = mkBTγ(t) , (7)160
where the angle brackets represent the canonical average over all possible initial
states of the bath. Correlation functions such as 〈F (t)F (0)〉β are invariant under a shift
of the reference time t = 0. For the purposes of calculating correlation functions, we
will keep t = 0 as a reference time, and calculate averages based on forward evolution
of the system from its initial thermal state. Before beginning the derivation of the ISF,165
we note that within the present ensemble-average view of the GLE, if we assume a
constant density of bath modes in ωα, then the required couplings cα can be specified
in a straightforward way to construct an exponential kernel, namely
c2α ∝
ω2α
ω2α + ω
2
c
, (8)
as can be verified by writing (5) in integral form. In other words, the global Hamiltonian170
can be parametrised in terms of the cutoff frequency, lending a secondary interpretation
to ωc.
We now derive I(∆K, t) for an adsorbate obeying the GLE in a one dimensional
harmonic well of frequency Ω, for which the GLE reads
mx¨(t) = −Ωx(t)−
∫ t
0
mγ(t− t′)x˙(t′)dt′ + F (t). (9)175
Following [25] we write the ISF as a cumulant expansion,
I(∆K, t) = exp
(
−∆K2
∫ t
0
(t− t′)Ψ(t′)dt′
)
, (10)
where Ψ(t) = 〈v(t)v(0)〉β is the velocity autocorrelation function. Throughout the
present subsection we always interpret 〈〉β as an ensemble average at temperature T
where β = 1/(kBT ). The cumulant expansion is exact for flat and harmonic potentials180
because the probability density for the particle position x(t) is Gaussian at all times.
Within the canonical system-plus-reservoir framework, it is straightforward to prove
the absence of certain correlations
〈F (t)v(0)〉β = 〈x(t)v(0)〉β = 0. (11)
Because such correlations vanish, Laplace-transforming (9) yields the simple result185
Ψˆ(s) =
kBT/m
s+ γˆ(s) + Ω2/s
, (12)
which can be inverse transformed using the Bromwich integral [38], as long as we can
find the roots of the denominator. Now we specialise the GLE (1) to the case where the
friction kernel γ(t) is an exponentially decaying function
γ(t) = θ(t)γωce
−ωct , (13)190
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction7
with Laplace transform
γˆ(s) =
γωc
s+ ωc
, (14)
such that the Laplace transform of the VACF becomes
Ψˆ(s) =
s(s+ ωc)kBT/m
s3 + ωcs2 + (γωc + Ω2)s+ Ω2ωc
. (15)
The exact inversion of Ψˆ(s) as specified here would be a natural starting point for195
an analytical investigation of the dissipation-induced broadening of inelastic line shape
features, in the presence of memory friction. Here we focus entirely on quasielastic
features on the flat surface Ω = 0, in which case all the poles of the denominator have
negative real part and the Bromwich integral [38] can be applied straightforwardly with
an integration contour consisting of the imaginary axis IA and a semicircle to the left200
of IA. The classical ISF is symmetric in t for all ∆K, and all results in the present
work are given for t ≥ 0. When Ω = 0 the denominator of (15) has two roots, s1 and
s2, which are the solutions of
s2 + ωcs+ γωc = 0 . (16)
The Bromwich formula yields205
Ψ(t) =
kBT
m
[
p1e
s1t + p2e
s2t
]
, (17)
where
p1 =
(s1 + ωc)
s1 − s2 ; p2 =
(s2 + ωc)
s2 − s1 . (18)
The inversion could alternatively be carried out using the ansatz of a biexponential
VACF and matching coefficients after the forward Laplace transform. The form (17) is210
a known result for the VACF [39]. Integrating (17) according to the prescription in the
cumulant expansion method, we arrive at the ISF in a product form
I(∆K, t) =
2∏
k=1
exp
(
−∆K2kBT
m
pk
s2k
[
eskt − skt− 1
])
. (19)
Each factor in the product has the same functional form as the Langevin flat surface
result IL(∆K, t) [5],215
IL(∆K, t) = exp
(
−∆K2kBT
mγ2
[
e−γt + γt− 1
])
. (20)
The Langevin result can be recovered by setting ωc →∞.
Inserting explicit expressions for the roots of (16) yields for the ISF the closed form
I(∆K, t) = exp[−∆K2X(t)] with
X(t) =
kBT
mγ2
( γ
ωc
− 1 + γt+ e
−ωct/2
ωc
[C cosh(ω′t) + S sinh(ω′t)]
)
(21)220
where the coefficients C and S are given by
C = ωc − γ; (22)
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction8
S =
√
ωc(ωc − 3γ)√
ωc − 4γ (23)
and the frequency scale ω′ mixes the two basic frequency scales of the problem ωc and
γ in the following way225
ω′ =
1
2
√
ω2c − 4γωc . (24)
ω′ becomes complex unless the cutoff frequency ωc is at least four times faster than the
basic strength of the friction γ. The classical ISF remains real at all times.
We now compare GLE line shapes for increasing values of the memory time. The
results are plotted in Figure 1. The most readily apparent feature is an enhanced initial230
decay relative to the long-time exponential form. The suppression of the long time
tail in the presence of memory is due to the presence of a faster-decaying factor in the
general product expression (19). However, the decay rate of the slowest-decaying factor
at long times is unchanged by the memory. To be more concrete about the suppression
of the long time tail, we note that the long time limit of the Langevin result is235
I(∆K, t→∞) = exp
(
−∆K2kBT
mγ2
)
exp
(
−∆K2kBT
mγ
t
)
, (25)
but in the present case with the inclusion of memory friction, taking the long time
limit of 20 shows that the expression is modified to
I(∆K, t→∞) = exp
(
−∆K2
[kBT
mγ2
− kBT
mγωc
])
exp
(
−∆K2kBT
mγ
t
)
.(26)
Comparing 25 and 26, we conclude that the GLE ISF in the long time limit is240
smaller than the corresponding LE ISF by the constant factor
exp
(
∆K2
kBT
mωcγ
)
, (27)
which shows that the relative amplitude of the long time exponential tail of the ISF
is exponentially sensitive to 1/ωc. The strong functional dependence on ωc is a key
outcome of the present work, and suggests strong prospects for observing memory effects245
in experimental data under suitable conditions.
The effect of finite ωc on decay amplitudes is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows
the GLE and LE results normalized to each other at long times, for a range of memory
frequencies ωc while γ is held constant at 2.0 ps−1. A notable consequence of the
equality of the long-time decay rate for different ωc is that the diffusion coefficient250
D is independent of ωc too, which we demonstrate in one dimension. At long times
the mean square displacement (MSD) is dominated by a linear term, and the diffusion
coefficient in one dimension is defined as half the linear coefficient of that term. Owing
to the connection between the MSD and the VACF, the MSD is twice the function X(t)
given above. Comparing equations 19 and 21, we find that the linear cofficient in X(t)255
at long times is
D =
kBT
m
∣∣∣[p1
s1
+
p2
s2
]∣∣∣ . (28)
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction9
Subsituting the relations 18 and the fact that s1s2 = γωc courtesy of 16, we find that
ωc completely cancels, leaving:
D =
kBT
mγ
. (29)260
Therefore the well-known Stokes-Einstein relation for Brownian motion, which
holds for the Langevin equation with friction γ [5], also applies for the GLE 4 with
the kernel 13 for an arbitrary cutoff frequency ωc. The result might at first appear
counter-intuitive, but can be understood by noting that the time integral of the friction
kernel 13 is independent of ωc. Consequently, by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem265
(anticipating the relation 31), the power density of the random force at ω = 0 must
also be independent of ωc. Therefore it is entirely reasonable to expect at least some
properties of the long-time behaviour to be independent of ωc. The fact that D is
independent of ωc is completely consistent with the ISF at long times having the same
decay rate but different amplitude, since adding a constant to X(t) does not change270
the diffusion coefficient but does rescale the ISF by a constant factor. The ISF at long
times therefore contains a footprint of the short time behaviour.
As further clarification on the scope of the result, we stress that the diffusion
coefficient calculated here applies strictly to the model system in which the potential
energy landscape V (x) is perfectly flat. In a periodic potential, additional frequency275
scales such as the frustrated translation frequencies in local wells, and imaginary
oscillation frequencies at saddle points in V (x), will interplay with ωc leading to a
variation of D with ωc.
When ωc < 4γ, oscillatory effects are seen due to the complex ω′, even in the
absence of a confining potential (V (x) = 0). The oscillations are a known phenomenon280
from GLE simulations [40]. The oscillations are prominent in the VACF, as will be
seen in Section 3. However, the effect is subtle in the ISF because the integration and
exponentiation steps in the cumulant expansion both smooth out the oscillations.
2.2. Time average formulation
We now turn to consider a GLE in which the memory properties, and the correlations285
of the fluctuating force, are expressed in the Fourier domain via a causal friction kernel
and a fluctuation-dissipation theorem in terms of the power spectrum of the random
force. We express correlation functions as time averages, and construct them via the
Wiener-Khinchin theorem [38]. To conceptually distinguish the time averages here from
the ensemble averages in Section 2.1, we will write correlation functions in the present290
subsection without the β subscript.
Because of the ergodicity and equilibrium properties of the GLE [41], it will not be
at all surprising to find that the results of the previous section can be re-stated in the
language of Fourier transforms and time averages, rather than Laplace transforms and
ensemble averages. Laplace transforms are the easier route to the analytical results, but295
the numerical method considered later is more conveniently justified in the language
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction10
Figure 1: A series of analytical ISFs at ∆K = 1.0Å−1 given by (19), associated with the
GLE with the friction kernel 13, where the overall strength of friction is γ = 2.0 ps−1 but
different values of the cutoff frequency ωc are explored. The ISFs have been normalised
to each other at long times, where they all coincide as shown in the inset. At increasingly
small values of ωc, the relative amplitude of the fast decay at shorter times increases in
accordance with the factor in (27). The curve labelled ωc = ∞ is the Langevin result
IL(∆K, t), given by (20).
of Fourier transforms. Therefore it will be of value to explicitly demonstrate that the
analytical results can be derived from a Fourier-space statement of the GLE.
We consider the GLE
mx¨(t) = −m
∫ t
−∞
dt′γ(t− t′)x˙(t′) + F (t) (30)300
where now the time integration extends to −∞ and the random force has the power
spectrum
|F˜ (ω)|2 = 2mkBT γ˜′(ω) (31)
where γ˜′(ω) is the real part of the friction kernel. We will also assume that the random
force is Gaussian, for consistency with the Hamiltonian model in (2.1). To find the305
velocity correlation 〈v(t)v(0)〉 by time averaging, we construct |v˜(ω)|2 and make use of
the power spectrum of the fluctuating force. Using the convention g˜(ω) =
∫
dteiωtg(t)
for the forward Fourier transform, the power spectrum of the velocity becomes:
m2|v˜(ω)|2 = 2mkBT γ˜
′(ω)
|γ˜(ω)− iω|2 . (32)
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction11
After introducing the exponential kernel, we arrive at310
m2|v˜(ω)|2 = 2mkBTγω
2
c
ω4 + ω2(ω2c − 2γωc) + γ2ω2c
. (33)
There are four poles in the complex ω plane, of which two contribute residues in any
specific Fourier inversion. We now perform the Fourier inversion assuming t > 0.
Denoting the roots of
ω4 + ω2(ω2c − 2γωc) + γ2ω2c = 0 (34)315
as ωk and labelling them such that the first two roots (ω1,ω2) have negative imaginary
part, the Fourier inversion
〈v(t)v(0)〉 = 1
2pi
∫
dωe−iωt|v(ω)|2 (35)
can be expressed in terms of those poles, via the residue theorem, as
〈v(t)v(0)〉 = −2i kBTγωc
m(ω1 − ω2)
[ e−iω1t
(ω1 − ω3)(ω1 − ω4)−
e−iω2t
(ω2 − ω3)(ω2 − ω4)
]
.(36)320
It is easily shown that the solutions of (34) satisfy ω2 = −s2 where s solves (16). Because
the solutions sk derived in the Laplace case have negative real part, we can choose to
write
ω1 = is1; ω2 = is2; ω3 = −is1; ω4 = −is2 . (37)
Substituting the roots ωk into the Fourier inversion formula, one finds that the325
correlation function 〈v(t)v(0)〉 (and therefore I(∆K, t)) calculated by the time averaging
formalism is identical to the one calculated by ensemble averaging. In other words,
the device of extending the friction integral to the infinite past, combined with the
fluctuation-dissipation relation as given in (31) represents exactly the same dynamical
equilibrium properties as those represented by Hamiltonian evolution of a system-with-330
reservoir in a thermal state at a reference time.
In the present section we have derived analytical line shapes within two different
formulations of the GLE. The physical interpretation in each case is rather different,
in particular the way in which initial conditions of the Brownian particle are handled.
We next look for further physical insight into the way the ISF is modified by memory335
friction, by inspection of numerical trajectories.
3. Numerical simulation
In the current section we simulate the GLE using the extended phase space prescription
of Ceriotti [35]. Before beginning the mathematical and numerical detail, it is worth
briefly placing the GLE in the broader context of isothermal molecular dynamics340
simulations, and different thermostats such as the Nosé-Hoover (NH) method [42, 43]
and velocity rescaling (VR) methods [44]. The appropriateness of the thermostat
depends strongly on the physical context. For example, one of the features of
the cited VR method is that dynamical properties of the simulation are only very
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction12
weakly dependent on the thermostat parameter. Such a thermostat is therefore highly345
suitable for many-body simulations in which the interesting dynamics arise from explicit
interactions. By contrast, LE or GLE thermostats do affect the dynamical properties
of many-body simulations [45]. In the present context, where all interactions of a single
simulated particle are represented implicitly via a random force and friction, the strong
dependence of dynamical correlations on the thermostat parameters (the friction kernel)350
is not a limitation but is an essential feature underpinning the use of the LE or GLE to
study surface dynamics. Further, the physical connection between the friction kernel and
excitations of the environment, as described by (3-6), implies that we can learn about
the dissipative coupling of adsorbates to surface excitations by studying the surface
dynamics using the GLE. Within single-particle simulations, comparable information355
could not be obtained if the system was studied with thermostats that approximately
preserve the non-dissipative dynamical information.
The method we employ was presented in a matrix notation; here we write out our
relevant special case explicitly and show that it reproduces the GLE, (30). Suppose
our physical variable x(t) is coupled to the motion of a fictitious velocity variable p(t)360
which undergoes a Langevin process. To simplify the derivation we neglect the potential
V (x), which is simply carried through when present. The appropriate choice of coupled
equations for an exponential friction kernel and for satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation
relation are:
mx¨(t) =
√
γωcmp(t) ; , (38)365
and
mp˙(t) = −√γωcmx˙(t)− ωcmp(t) +
√
2mkBTωcR(t) , (39)
where R(t) is a normalised white noise source. To prove that the simulation prescription
achieves the GLE (30), we transform the coupled equations to the Fourier domain and
eliminate the fictitious variable, and obtain:370
mv˙(t) = −m
∫ t
−∞
γ(t− t′)v(t′)dt′ + ωc
√
2mkBTγ F−1
[ R(ω)
ωc − iω
]
(40)
where the power spectrum of the final term has the correct frequency dependence to
satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation relation.
To benchmark the correctness of the simulation we simulate the ISF on a flat
surface. The coupled equations (38) and (39) were solved using a velocity Verlet375
integrator. The resulting simulated line shape at ∆K = 1.0Å−1 is shown in Figure
2, with the analytical result overlaid, showing good agreement. We emphasise that the
ISF computed from the simulated trajectories was not constructed via the cumulant
expansion, but directly from the definition in (2). The simulations were performed for
100 particles with a timestep of 1 fs, for a total simulation time of 1 ns. The relatively380
long simulation time means we expect the boundary effects of the finite time domain to
be negligible, but additionally we have used a padding scheme to ensure we calculate the
linear, not the cyclic correlation, when applying the discrete Wiener-Khinchin theorem.
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction13
Figure 2: Simulated ISF (red points) on the flat surface, at ∆K = 1.0Å−1. The key
simulation parameters are γ = 2.0 ps−1, ωc = 1.0 ps−1, such that ωc < γ, namely we
are well into the regime where memory is important. The analytical result is overlaid
(solid red curves) and shows good agreement with the simulation results. The inset
demonstrates the agreement of the simulated and analytical results in the regime where
the ISF decays exponentially to zero. Additional simulation parameters are specified
in the main text. The analogous results for a Langevin simulation at the same value
of γ are shown in blue. The emergence of a large ratio between the results of the two
simulations can be seen clearly in the inset.
Similarly, the initial conditions were generated with a short period of pre-thermalisation,
but since the simulation is much longer than the thermalisation timescale, the exact385
nature of the pre-thermalisation is not important.
The simulation parameters associated with the presented line shapes were γ =
2.0 ps−1, ωc = 1.0 ps, T = 150K, m = 7 amu. The parameters are typical of those for a
light adsorbate moving in a flat landscape, and by simulation with ωc < γ we are very
far away from the Markovian limit, such that the VACF displays significant oscillations.390
The analytical and simulated VACF agree, and are plotted together in Figure 3.
One of the key results in the present work is that the amplitude of the long-time
exponential tail of the ISF, which represents a continuous diffusion process, is reduced by
the presence of a finite cutoff frequency in the friction kernel γ(t). The corresponding
diffusion rate is unchanged, as shown in Section 2. In other words, by the time the395
diffusive limit of the correlation function is attained, the kinematic scattering amplitude
exp(i∆K · x) of our GLE particle is more decorrelated than the same quantity for
the corresponding Langevin particle with ωc → ∞. The result can be understood
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction14
Figure 3: The velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) ψ(t) on the flat surface, with
γ = 2.0 ps−1, ωc = 1.0 ps−1. The analytical result in (17) is shown as a solid red line.
The blue points are derived from the same simulated trajectories that gave the simulated
ISF in Figure 2. The inset shows the short-time decay of the VACF in more detail. The
limit ψ(0) is simply the mean square velocity at the simulation temperature T . Unlike
the ISF, ψ(t) exhibits clear oscillations.
qualitatively by inspection of simulated GLE trajectories that are equivalent in all
respects other than the memory time. Figure 4 shows two one-dimensional trajectories400
x(t) simulated using the same initial conditions and the same white noise realisation,
differing only in the way the extended phase space formulation filters the noise via ωc.
The white noise acts directly on the auxiliary variable p(t) of (39), but the effect on
the physical co-ordinate x(t) is different in each case because of the way x and p are
coupled, which depends on ωc. The trajectories are shown over the course of a 20 ps405
time window. One trajectory is simulated in the Markovian limit using a large cutoff
frequency ωc = 500 ps−1. The other trajectory has ωc = 1.0 ps−1 such that memory
has a substantial effect on I(∆K, t) and ψ(t) as seen in Figures 2 and 3. The two
trajectories approximately track each other over the 20 ps timescale plotted, which is
expected since the diffusion coefficient is unchanged by the introduction of memory,410
and the diffusive limit of the ISF is reached well within 20 ps. However, the trajectory
simulated with memory friction is smoother than the Langevin trajectory. Therefore, on
short timescales the GLE (ωc = 1.0 ps−1) dynamics are closer to ideal ballistic motion,
in comparison to the Langevin dynamics in which the particle undergoes more frequent
changes of direction. The smoothing effect is captured mathematically by the ISF via415
the balance of decay amplitudes in the short-time, ballistic limit and the long-time,
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The intermediate scattering function for quasi-elastic scattering in the presence of memory friction15
Figure 4: A 20 ps extract of two one-dimensional trajectories on a flat surface. The
friction strength is γ = 2.0 ps−1, with memory times of 1.0 ps (red) and 0.02 ps (blue).
The case ωc >> γ (blue) is chosen to be close to the Markovian limit, in which the
GLE becomes the Langevin equation. As expected on the basis of the Fourier-space
statement of the GLE given in (30), the trajectory simulated with a long memory time
(low cutoff frequency) is a filtered, or smoothed, version of the Langevin trajectory. The
significance of the smoothing in terms of the ISF is discussed in the main text.
diffusive limit.
4. Conclusions
We have derived analytical intermediate scattering functions (ISFs) for a classical
adsorbate obeying the Generalised Langevin Equation (GLE) in an unconfined one-420
dimensional landscape, with exponential memory friction. The expression is a product
form, where each factor is a collapsing exponential of the form familiar from the well
known memory-free (Langevin) result. In the unconfined case, a key feature of the
ISF derived from the GLE is that the amplitude of the diffusive tail in the long time
limit is reduced by a factor that depends exponentially on the decay time 1/ωc of the425
friction kernel, while its decay rate is unchanged such that the diffusion coefficient is not
affected. The variation of the diffusive tail amplitude with the cutoff frequency in the
friction kernel can be interpreted in terms of the smoothing effect of memory friction
on particle trajectories, i.e. realisations x(t) of the GLE.
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